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produce only pet-quality dogs, but no
quality breeding prospects, should the
dog be restricted from siring a litter from
a different line? The popular sire’s effect
on the gene pool is on the number of
offspring that are used for breeding in the
next generation, and how extensively
they are being used. This cannot be
legislated.
At what point does a stud-dog owner
determine that their dog has been bred
enough? It can be difficult to deny stud
service when asked, but the genetic effect
of a dog on the whole breed must be
considered. If everyone is breeding to a
certain stud dog, the intelligent decision
may be to wait and see what is produced
from these matings. If you still desire
what the stud dog produces, it is possible
that you can find an offspring who has
those positive attributes, and also a
genetic contribution from its dam that
you may find desirable. If a popular stud
dog deserves to make a significant
genetic contribution to the breed, doing
so through multiple offspring, and
therefore getting a mixed compliment of
his genes, is better than focusing on a
single offspring.
Wait-and-See Approach
All breeding dogs should be health tested
for the conditions seen in the breed. If
your breed has enrolled in the AKCCanine Health Foundation/Orthopedic
Foundation for Animals CHIC program
(www.caninehealthinfo.org), prospective
breeding dogs and bitches should
complete the recommended breedspecific health testing prior to breeding.
These may include hip radiographs,
CERF eye examinations, or specific
genetic tests.

It is important to monitor the positive and
negative characteristics being produced by
popular sires. While it is satisfying to own a
popular stud dog, a true measure of a
breeder’s dedication is how negative health
information in the offspring is made
available. All dogs carry some undesirable
traits. Based on the variety of pedigree
background of bitches who are usually
brought to popular sires, there is a greater
chance that some undesirable traits could be
expressed in the offspring. It is up to the
stud-dog owner to keep in touch with bitch
owners, and check on the characteristics that
are being produced.
Some breeders will argue that the strength of
a breed is in its bitches, but the fact remains
that the stud dogs potentially have the
greatest cumulative influence on the gene
pool. There will always be popular sires,
and that is not necessarily bad for a breed.
But a dog’s influence on a breed should be
gradual, and based on proven production
and health testing. Maintaining surveillance
of health and quality issues in breeding dogs
and their offspring, and preserving the
genetic diversity of the gene pool, should
allow a sound future for purebred dogs.
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